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Presentation Skills for Scientists:
A Practical Guide. By Edward Zan-
ders and Lindsay MacLeod. Cam-
bridge, UK: Cambridge University
Press; 2010. 68 pp. US $36.99 Pa-
perback with DVD-ROM. ISBN: 978-
0521741033.

Presentation Skill for Scientists offers

a quick introduction to public speaking

geared toward scientists with little or no

presentation experience. Ultimately, it is a

great place to start for help with presenta-

tions.

The presentation of scientific knowl-

edge and research is an important part of a

researcher’s career, yet scientists are rarely

offered instruction on how to present their

material. In contrast with other books and

materials focused on general presentation

skills, this book is entirely concentrated on

the presentation of scientific material by an

expert. The chapters are arranged in the

order in which they should be considered

when preparing a presentation, starting

with “Audience” and “Planning the Talk,”

and finishing with “Handling Questions”

and “How Did It Go?” This organization

scheme gives a logical flow to the material.

The chapters are short, but the authors do

suggest additional resources at the end of

the book if the reader is interested in more

detail.

Each chapter begins with a short

overview of that chapter’s material. Subti-

tles break the text down into succinct sec-

tions, and boxes inserted into the text

contain key points. The authors add pre-

senters’ or audience members’ anecdotes to

emphasize the points made in each chapter.

Throughout the book, they offer specific

solutions to problems presenters might en-

counter. For example, in the chapter titled

“Controlling Nerves,” they list typical signs

of nervousness, such as excessive hand

movement, and offer solutions to hide

those, such as focusing on keeping your

hands loosely at your sides.

“DVD-ROM” boxes inserted next to

relevant topics within the text tell the reader

when to refer to the DVD-ROM that ac-

companies the book. The DVD material

provides visual examples of ways to design

slides, an example talk broken down with

examples of “do’s” and “do not’s,” and ex-

ercises for controlling nerves and enhanc-

ing delivery of the talk, for example,

enunciation exercises. The examples of

wrong ways to deliver a talk can be painful

to watch, but being able to see the problems

discussed in the text makes the reader more

aware of how distracting these problems

are during a presentation.

Presentation Skills for Scientists is not

intended for experienced presenters. But

for new presenters or those seeking ways

to improve their talks, this book provides a

great introduction. And at only 66 pages,

it’s difficult not to read it cover-to-cover.
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Harrison’s Endocrinology. 2nd Edi-
tion. Edited by J. Larry Jameson. New
York: McGraw-Hill Press; 2010. 560 pp.
US $77.95 Paperback. ISBN: 978-
0071741446.

Harrison’s Endocrinology comes from

the authority of internal medicine text-

books, and it provides a comprehensible,

organized road map to clinical endocrinol-

ogy. After an introduction covering the ba-
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